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Abstract
Ridesharing has great potential to improve trans-
portation efficiency while reducing congestion and
pollution. To realize this potential, mechanisms are
needed that allocate vehicles optimally and provide
the right incentives to riders. However, many ex-
isting approaches consider restricted settings (e.g.,
only one rider per vehicle or a common origin
for all riders). Moreover, naive applications of
standard approaches, such as the Vickrey-Clarke-
Groves or greedy mechanisms, cannot achieve a
polynomial-time, truthful, individually rational and
budget balanced mechanism. To address this, we
formulate a general ridesharing problem and apply
mechanism design to develop a novel mechanism
which satisfies all four properties and whose social
cost is within 8.6% of the optimal on average.

1 Introduction
Ridesharing can meet more traffic demand with fewer vehi-
cles than existing taxi services or privately-owned vehicles.
At the same time, it can reduce traffic congestion, energy con-
sumption and pollution. Moreover, with the introduction of
autonomous vehicles, unused vehicles become active trans-
portation resources, and ridesharing can further increase uti-
lization of such vehicles [Spieser et al., 2014].

Broadly, there are two research streams addressing
ridesharing problems: the first one focuses on algorithms
for assigning vehicles to riders while solving the routing
problem in an optimal way [Cordeau and Laporte, 2007;
Hasan et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019]. However, none of
these studies consider incentives and whether it is in the best
interest of riders to follow the proposed solution and to report
their preferences truthfully. Especially when the origins and
destinations of the riders are different, they are sometimes re-
quired to detour to share the vehicle with others. Hence, there
may be an incentive to misreport time constraints and prefer-
ences to prevent detours.

To address this, the second research stream focuses on
mechanism design approaches, which incentivize truthful re-
porting and avoid strategic manipulation. In addition to this
property, which is called incentive compatibility (IC), other
desirable properties include (weak) budget balance (BB, i.e.,

the system does not require an outside subsidy), individual
rationality (IR, i.e., an individual is never worse off partici-
pating in the mechanism) and scalability (i.e., the allocation
and any payments can be computed in polynomial time). An
early approach uses a second price auction [Kleiner et al.,
2011], but their work is limited to single riders per vehi-
cle and does not allow cooperation between drivers. [Shen
et al., 2016] propose an online posted-price mechanism but
they only consider autonomous vehicles (vehicles can move
without any riders allocated) and their approach is not scal-
able. Furthermore, [Cheng et al., 2014] propose a mechanism
that satisfies IC, BB and IR, but they assume all riders depart
from the same origin and so their method does not coordi-
nate the pickup of riders at different locations. [Zhao et al.,
2014] propose a Vickrey–Clarke–Groves (VCG) mechanism,
but their approach is not scalable and BB is only satisfied
when there is no detour. More recent work on mechanism
design, e.g., [Rheingans-yoo et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2018;
Ma et al., 2019], only focuses on drivers and does not con-
sider rider incentives. Also, none of the above consider set-
tings where riders can switch vehicles which can enable more
efficient solutions, especially in settings with limited vehicles
as in suburban areas.

In short, to date there exist no scalable mechanisms for
general ridesharing settings that satisfy IC, IR and BB. To
address this shortcoming, we make the following novel con-
tributions:

• We formulate a more general ridesharing problem com-
pared to existing approaches. In particular, this is the
first model that considers both autonomous and non-
autonomous vehicles and where riders can switch be-
tween vehicles if it is beneficial to do so.

• We show that approaches based on VCG mechanisms
or naive greedy (where riders are allocated in order of
their marginal cost) do not satisfy the necessary proper-
ties. Specifically, the standard VCG approach does not
satisfy BB and cannot be computed in polynomial-time.
Also, naive greedy violates a property called monotonic-
ity, meaning it fails to satisfy IC.

• To address this, we propose a general methodology to
design monotone greedy allocation mechanisms. We
then apply this theory to produce a novel two-stage
mechanism with carefully designed payments to ensure
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both IR and BB, as well as IC and scalability.

• We empirically evaluate the performance of different
mechanisms and show the advantages of our methods.
Our monotone greedy mechanism satisfies all desirable
properties with typically less than a 9% social cost in-
crease compared to the optimal allocation.

In what follows, Section 2 introduces the ridesharing model
and its mechanism design formulation. Section 3 considers
the VCG mechanism and its budget balanced version. Sec-
tion 4 studies the greedy mechanisms. Section 5 provides an
empirical evaluation of the mechanisms and Section 6 con-
cludes. Due to space limitations, most proofs for the theoret-
ical results are provided in the extended version of the paper.

2 The Model
In this section, we first provide a formal model of the
ridesharing problem followed by an example. We then for-
mulate this as a mechanism design problem.

2.1 The Ridesharing (RS) Problem
We assume finite time steps T = {0, 1, . . . , T}, set of rid-
ers N = {1, 2, . . . , N} and vehicles K = {1, 2, . . . ,K}.
Let w ∈ N+ denote the vehicle capacity (i.e., the maximum
number of riders in a vehicle). The road network is repre-
sented by a directed graph G = (V, E), where edges E de-
note road segments, vertices V denote locations, and loops
(v, v) ∈ E are used to model stationary vehicles. The length
of an edge e ∈ E is given by le and denotes the travel dis-
tance. For simplicity we assume l(v,v′) = 1 if v 6= v′, and
l(v,v) = 0,∀(v, v′) ∈ E .1 Let Opi , D

p
i ∈ V denote the origin

and the destination of rider i ∈ N . Also, let Ock denote the
initial location of vehicle k ∈ K, which does not have to be
where riders are (in case of autonomous vehicles). We denote
by P the set of all paths in G. A path is a vector of size S,
denoted by 〈v〉S ≡ 〈v1, . . . , vS〉, where an element vs ∈ V
is the s-th location in the path and (vs, vs+1) ∈ E ,∀s < S.
Since paths do not include information of time, we define a
route as a tuple of vectors 〈〈v〉S , 〈t〉S〉 where the path de-
parts from location vs at time ts. Route 〈〈v〉S , 〈t〉S〉 satisfies
ts+1 = ts + l(vs,vs+1) if vs 6= vs+1. If vs = vs+1, it means
the rider or vehicle stays at vs for an amount of time given
by ts+1 − ts (e.g., to wait for a vehicle or because they al-
ready arrived at the destination). The set of routes is denoted
by R. The route of rider i and the route of vehicle k are de-
noted by rpi , r

c
k ∈ R, respectively. We let edge(r, t) ∈ E be

a function that returns the edge in route r that the rider or ve-
hicle is traversing at t. E.g., edge(〈〈A,B,C〉, 〈0, 1, 2〉〉, 1) =
(B,C). Similarly, loc(r, t) ∈ V returns the location at t. E.g.,
loc(〈〈A,B,C〉, 〈0, 1, 2〉〉, 1) = B. Riders cannot move with-
out vehicles but vehicles can move without riders if they are
autonomous. If they are not autonomous, then they need at
least one rider.

1The former ensures that a rider is always at a vertex at each
time step. Furthermore, since le is used to compute costs (discussed
below), the latter ensures that stationary vehicles do not incur fuel
costs. Longer roads can be represented by joining multiple edges.

We denote the assignment of vehicles to riders with tensor
B ∈ B = {0, 1}T×N×K . B[t, i, k] = 1 is possible only if the
path of rider i is the same as vehicle k at time t. The assign-
ment may change over time, which means a rider can switch
vehicles on the way2. We do not specifically distinguish be-
tween drivers and riders. Any rider in a vehicle can be a driver
if the vehicle is not autonomous. Furthermore, riders can use
a taxi as the outside option (B[t, i, k] = 0, ∀t ∈ T , k ∈ K)
if it is more beneficial than using ridesharing. We assume
that the waiting time for a taxi is zero and the taxi takes the
shortest path between the origin and destination of the rider.
However, a rider cannot combine a taxi with ridesharing.

An overall allocation is denoted by π = 〈rp, rc, B〉 ∈
RN × RK × B, where rp = 〈rpi 〉i∈N , rc = 〈rck〉k∈K are
the routes for riders and vehicles, respectively. We will also
use rpi (π), rck(π) to denote a route for rider i and vehicle k
given allocation π. An allocation is feasible if, for each rider
i, the route rpi consist of a path between Opi and Dp

i , and the
vehicle capacity is not exceeded. Formally, the set of feasible
allocations is defined by:

Π ={〈rp, rc, B〉 ∈ RN ×RK × B|
∀t ∈ T , i ∈ N , k ∈ K, rpi , r

c
k ∈ R :

loc(rpi , 0) = Opi , loc(rpi , T ) = Dp
i , loc(rck, 0) = Ock,

B[t, i, k] = 1⇒ edge(rck, t) = edge(rpi , t),

∃t′ ∈ T ,∀k′ ∈ K : (B[t′, i, k′] = 0, ledge(rpi ,t
′) > 0)

⇒ B[t, i, k] = 0,∑
i′∈N

B[t, i, k] ≤ w}. (1)

The first line of constraints specifies origins and destinations
of the routes. The second constraint is the definition of B.
The third constraint means that a taxi cannot be combined
with ridesharing (if riders traverse an edge using a taxi, they
always use a taxi). The fourth is the capacity constraint.

If vehicles are not autonomous or have no dedicated
driver, Π needs an additional condition that any moving
vehicle needs at least one rider: ledge(rck,t)

> 0 ⇒∑
j∈N B[t, j, k]>0.
Now that we have defined the allocation, we proceed

with defining the costs which the system aims to minimise.
These costs include travel and waiting time, fuel costs and
taxi labour costs. Formally, the travel time of rider i in-
cluding waiting time is denoted by Ti(π) = min{ts|rpi =
〈〈v〉S , 〈t〉S〉, vs = Dp

i }, which is the earliest time to reach
the destination. Furthermore, let T 0

i denote the travel time
for rider i using the shortest path (e.g., taxi). The travel time
of vehicle k is denoted by T ck (π) =

∑
t∈T ledge(rck(π),t). Fur-

thermore, let α, β ∈ R denote the (additional) labour cost
per time step for a taxi driver and fuel cost per distance for
a vehicle, respectively. Let γi ∈ Γ = [0, γmax] represent
the value of time, i.e., a subjective cost rider i is willing to

2In practice, this can take time, but we ignore this for simplicity.
The model can easily be extended by introducing waiting times for
vehicles when riders switch at some designated safe areas.
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pay to avoid a unit of travel time. Then the cost of rider
i is: ci(π) = c0i = (α + β + γi)T

0
i when using a taxi,

and ci(π) = γiTi(π) when using ridesharing. In addition,
the fuel cost of the ridesharing system is calculated sepa-
rately and is given by cF (π) =

∑
k∈K βT

c
k (π). Given this,

the ridesharing (RS) problem is to find a feasible allocation
π ∈ Π that minimizes the social cost including fuel cost
CF (N , π) =

∑
i∈N ci(π) + cF (π).

To illustrate the model, Figure 1 shows an example with
N = 2,K = 2 and T = 5. The two figures show
two possible allocations: in left figure, for example, rp1 =
〈〈A,A,B〉, 〈0, 3, 4〉〉 and rp2 = 〈〈B,B,C〉, 〈0, 1, 2〉〉. Rider
2 is assigned to vehicle 1 at t = 1, i.e., B[1, 2, 1] = 1
while rider 1 is not assigned to vehicle 2 until t = 3, i.e.,
B[3, 1, 2] = 1. If γ1 = 2 and γ2 = 1, then the optimal allo-
cation is the one on the right, with Ti = T ck = 3 and social
cost CF = 15.

2.2 Mechanism Design Formulation
A mechanism takes reports from riders on their privately-
known types as input, and computes the allocation and pay-
ment as output. In our model, we assumeOpi andDp

i are easy
to track with GPS and so γi is the only private information,
which is referred to as rider i’s type. Let γ ∈ ΓN be the type
profile of all riders, −i the set of riders except for i, and γ−i
the types of all riders except i. For simplicity, we assume
that all riders and vehicles are ready to depart at t = 0, but
this can be easily extended. A mechanism is then defined as
a functionM : ΓN → Π × RN , that computes a feasible al-
location π ∈ Π from a given type profile and payment vector
x(π) ∈ RN , where xi(π) is the payment of rider i to the sys-
tem. We sometimes use π(γ) to emphasize the dependence
on γ. If i chooses a taxi, xi(π) = 0. Sometimes we use short-
hand notation π(γi) = π(γi,γ−i). Given this, the utility of
rider i is defined as ui(π) = −ci(π)− xi(π).

In practice, the ridesharing mechanism may work as in the
following example. First, rider i reports their type γi using a
slider in a suitable smartphone app, along with Opi and Dp

i .
Note that γi is not necessarily truthful. Once the report profile
γ is obtained, the mechanism computes π(γ) and x(π), and
reveals them to riders before travel. Finally, xi is charged
after the travel. To this end, the mechanism needs to achieve
the following properties:

Budget balance (BB), which is formulated as:∑
i∈N

xi(π) ≥ cF (π). (2)

Individual rationality (IR), which is formulated as:

ui(π) ≥ −c0i , ∀i ∈ N . (3)

Dominant-strategy incentive compatibility (DSIC), or
truthfulness, which is formulated as:

ui(π(γi,γ−i)) ≥ ui(π(γ′i,γ−i)),
∀γ′i ∈ Γ, ∀i ∈ N ,∀γ−i ∈ ΓN−1.

(4)

3 The VCG Mechanisms
Next, we will show that the well-known VCG mechanism
[Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2008] does not achieve BB and

polynomial-time computation at the same time when applied
to the RS problem. This mechanism first computes an opti-
mal allocation π(γ) given (reported) type profile γ and then it
computes the payment x(π) as the externality that each rider
imposes on other riders. Specifically, for our RS problem, the
objective is to minimize CF (N , π), and so the VCG payment
is computed as xi(π) = CF (−i, π(γ)) − CF (−i, π(γ−i)).
As a result, the optimal allocation π and the payment x guar-
antee DSIC and IR. However, we show that the RS problem is
NP hard by reducing the travelling salesman problem. Also,
VCG has the following issue.

Proposition 1 VCG does not satisfy BB in the RS problem.

Proof. Suppose both riders 1 and 2 have the same origin O
and destinationD, which are directly connected with an edge.
VCG allocates the vehicle to both riders for sharing. Since the
absence of either rider does not change the allocation and cost
of the other rider, the VCG payment is zero for both riders.
This means the fuel cost of the vehicle is not recovered.

Despite this negative result, we show it is possible to mod-
ify VCG to satisfy BB by sacrificing the optimality, as fol-
lows. Let Ki(π) = {k ∈ K|B[t, i, k] = 1,∃t ∈ T }
denote the set of vehicles that rider i uses. Then, the to-
tal fuel costs of all rides that a rider i is involved in is
ciF (π) =

∑
k∈Ki

βT ck (π). We then define an imaginary sys-
tem cost by redundantly counting the fuel costs of vehicles
as follows: cI(π) =

∑
i∈N c

i
F (π). The total social cost

including this imaginary cost is then given by CI(N , π) =∑
i∈N ci(π) + cF (π) + cI(π). Given this, we have a budget

balanced VCG (BVCG) by replacing the objective function
of VCG with CI .

Proposition 2 Assuming autonomous vehicles, BVCG sat-
isfies DSIC, IR and BB.

Briefly, this is because the payment is computed based on
the imaginary cost cI , which is redundant and larger than
cF . Autonomous vehicles guarantee the feasibility of vehicle
routing even when i is absent in the payment computation.
However, scalability is an issue as the standard VCG.

4 Greedy Mechanisms
To address the issues with VCG mechanisms, we consider
greedy mechanisms in this section. To this end, we first show
that a naive greedy approach does not satisfy IC and we pro-
pose a general theory to design greedy DSIC mechanisms
based on the concept of monotonicity. Then, we apply our
theory to design a greedy DSIC ridesharing mechanism.

4.1 Monotonicty and Violation with Naive Greedy
[Myerson, 1981; Archer and Tardos, 2001] showed that, for
single-valued domains, monotonicity of the allocation func-
tion π(γ) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the exis-
tence of paymentsx(π) satisfying DSIC. Using notation from
our model, monotonicity is defined as follows:

γi ≤ γ′i ⇒ Vi[π(γi)] ≤ Vi[π(γ′i)], ∀γi, γ′i ∈ Γ, (5)

where, in general, Vi : Π → R is the amount allocated, and
referred to as work in [Archer and Tardos, 2001] and, for our
setting, Vi = −Ti(π) corresponds to the negative travel time.
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Figure 1: Example showing how monotonicity is achieved with our
mechanism and violated with a naive greedy mechanism: Dp

1 =
B,Dp

2 = C,Oc
1 = C,Oc

2 = D. Assume le = 1, ∀e ∈ E and
expensive taxi α = 10 and β = 1.

Although monotonicity plays a key role in designing DSIC
mechanism, finding appropriate monotone allocation func-
tions π is non-trivial. Here, we show that a naive approach
fails to implement a DSIC mechanism. We define a naive
greedy allocation as follows. First, all riders are assigned to a
taxi by default. Then, for each iteration it chooses rider i who
minimizes the marginal social cost, given by ci − c0i + cF ,
without changing the allocation in riders allocated so far, and
computes the best allocation for the current rider.

Proposition 3 Mechanisms based on the naive greedy al-
location do not satisfy monotonicity or DSIC.

Proof. Figure 1 also shows a counterexample whereby a
naive greedy allocation fails to satisfy monotonicity. Let
γ2 = 4. If γ1 = 3, the naive greedy allocates vehicle 1
to rider 2 in the first iteration because the rider brings the
lowest cost γ2T2 − (α + β + γ2)T 0

2 + cF = −5 (left fig-
ure). However, if γ1 = 1, the cost of the rider decreases
as γ1T1 − (α + β + γ1)T 0

1 + cF = −6 and rider 1 is al-
located first (right figure). Then, the lower γ1 results in the
earlier allocation and larger V1 = −T1, which is the viola-
tion of the monotonicity (5). This violation of monotonicity
means mechanisms with the naive greedy allocation also vio-
late DSIC, since this is a necessary condition for DSIC.

4.2 Design of Monotone Greedy Allocation
To address the issue above, we propose a characterisation
that is useful for designing monotone allocation functions for
greedy mechanisms. As we saw, the naive greedy violates
monotonicity by giving priority to the riders with lower γi.
Instead, we allocate agents in descending order of their (re-
ported) type γi. In what follows, we use the index to denote
the order in which agents are allocated. I.e., j < i implies
γj ≥ γi and that j is allocated before i. Let π≤i denote the
allocation up to and including i (with remaining agents allo-
cated arbitrarily or, e.g., in the context of ride sharing, allo-
cated to a taxi). Also, let Π≤i(π≤i−1) or simply Π≤i denote
the set of possible allocations given π≤i−1, keeping agents
j < i fixed. Given this, we define a class of greedy alloca-
tions with decreasing choices (GADC) as follows:

π≤i = argmin
π∈Π≤i

J(π) (6)

subject to Π≤i ⊆ Π≤j if j < i. Here, J : Π→ R is an objec-
tive function. In words, GADC captures allocation functions
which compute the optimal allocation for each i individually
given a set of possible allocations, and this set reduces as i
reports a smaller γi (and so appears later in the sequence).

Theorem 1 Let π≤i(γa), π≤i(γb) denote i’s allocation
when reporting γa,γb respectively. A GADC satisfies mono-
tonicity if and only if, ∀γa, γb, i ∈ N :

J(π≤i(γa)) ≤ J(π≤i(γb))⇒ Vi[π≤i(γa)] ≥ Vi[π≤i(γb)].
(7)

Intuitively, this means that, the more an agent contributes
to decreasing the global objective (in our case, minimising
the social cost), the better their allocation should be (in our
case, the lower the travel time).

4.3 Monotonic Greedy Ridesharing Mechanism
We now apply Theorem 1 to our setting. First, we customize
GADC from section 4.2 for our ridesharing problem. In par-
ticular, Π≤i(π) is redefined as follows:

Π≤i(〈rp, rc, B〉) = {〈r′p, r′c, B′〉 ∈ Π|
∀t ∈ T , j < i, j′ > i, k ∈ K :

B′[t, j, k] = B[t, j, k], r′
p
j = rpj , (8)

B[t, j′, k] = 0}. (9)

This means that, when computing i’s allocation, the alloca-
tion of the prior riders j < i are not changed. With this defi-
nition, the assumption Π≤i ⊆ Π≤j holds, because constraint
(8) shrinks the set. Then, a greedy allocation for rideshar-
ing is obtained by applying equation (6), with the objective
function J(π) =

∑
i∈N ci(π). In addition, to obtain mono-

tonicity, (7) must be satisfied. To this end, we will show that
we require an additional constraint whereby riders cannot be
allocated to a taxi (i.e., their outside option). Although this
constraint seems restrictive, we will relax this again later so
that riders can use taxis if this is in their best interest (to sat-
isfy IR). In the following, we refer to this setting as greedy al-
location for ridesharing with no-taxi constraint or GARS-N.
Formally:

π≤i = argmin
π∈Πi

∑
i′∈N

ci′(π)

s.t. ledge(rpi ,t)
> 0⇒

∑
k∈K

B[t, i, k] = 1,∀t ∈ T . (10)

Lemma 1 GARS-N satisfies monotonicity.
Briefly, this is because minimizing J coincides with mini-

mizing ci for each rider i, since the constraints (8) and (9) do
not allow i to change the allocations and costs of other riders.
If riders do not use a taxi, Vi = −Ti is proportional to ci and
the equivalent condition of monotonicity in Theorem 1 is sat-
isfied. With the case in Figure 1, GARS-N allocates rider 1
first (right figure) when γ1 = 5 and γ2 = 4, and then T1 = 3.
Meanwhile, if γ1 = 1, rider 2 is allocated first (left figure)
and then T1 = 4. Contrary to the naive greedy, the higher γ1

results in the earlier allocation and larger V1, and this satis-
fies monotonicity. Note that, without the no-taxi constraint,
monotonicity can be violated as follows. If a taxi is cheap
(α = 1), then rider 1 uses a taxi when γ1 = 1, resulting
in T1 = 1, which violates monotonicity. Also, note that the
no-taxi constraint does not help naive greedy because nobody
uses a taxi in the proof of Proposition 3.
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Next, we consider the computation of the payment. Let
T̂i(π) = Ti(π)− T 0

i denote the normalized travel time. Fol-
lowing [Myerson, 1981], the unique payment satisfying DSIC
is given by:

xi = x0
i +

∫ γi

0

γ
d

dγ
T̂i(π(γ))dγ (11)

where x0
i is a value which is independent of i’s report. Solv-

ing the integral is challenging in general since it is neces-
sary to recompute the allocations given all possible types of
the rider whose payment we are computing. However, in
our case, because T̂i(π) only depends on the order of the
allocation, it is sufficient to vary the position in the order-
ing. We refer to the GARS-N allocation with this payment as
the GARS-N mechanism. Also, this mechanism can be com-
puted in polynomial-time because the problem (10) includes
the computation of a single rider only with the routes of for-
mer riders fixed, and is not NP-hard.

Lemma 2 The GARS-N mechanism is DSIC and can be
computed in polynomial-time.

To ensure BB, we compute the base payment x0
i based on

report independent parameters T 0, T̂min and cFub, where T 0

is a vector of T 0
i . Furthermore, T̂min is a vector of normal-

ized minimal travel times, which is computed by solving the
following allocation problem:

π = argmin
π′∈Π

∑
i∈N

T̂i(π
′)

s.t. ledge(rpi ,t)
> 0⇒

∑
k∈K

B[t, i, k] = 1,∀t ∈ T ,∀i ∈ N .

Finally, cFub is an upper bound on the fuel cost cF of
GARS-N. We assume that this parameter is given (in the
experimental section, we explain how this is computed in
our experimental setting). The base payment is computed by
splitting cFub among riders, proportional to each agent i’s rel-
ative shortest travel time, T 0

i − T̂min,i−minj(T
0
j − T̂min,j).

Since this base payment covers cFub, GARS-N is BB.
Lemma 3 If cFub is given, the GARS-N mechanism is bud-

get balanced.
We now discuss IR. Since the no-taxi constraint restricts

outside options, it can cause the violation of IR in some set-
tings. To address this issue, we use the following lemma.

Lemma 4 The GARS-N mechanism satisfies IR if

T̂i(π(0)) ≤ [(α+ β)T 0
i − x0

i ]/γmax, ∀i ∈ N . (12)

Briefly, (12) shows the lower bound of the cost that satisfies
IR. We can now define the GARS-N mechanism with indi-
vidual rationality (GARS-NIR) as follows. Before executing
GARS-N, riders that violate condition (12) are excluded from
the mechanism, and are allocated to a taxi. This process is re-
peated until there is no violation. Then GARS-N is executed
with the remaining riders. Since no riders violate (12), this
mechanism satisfies IR.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of GARS-NIR (using
Python-like list operations). It filters out riders who violate

Algorithm 1 GARS-NIR

1: procedure π =GARS-NIR(γ,N )
2: NIR = []
3: for i ∈ N
4: if i satisfies (12) then
5: NIR.append(i)
6: else
7: B[t, i, k] = 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀k ∈ K
8: Return GARS-N(γ,NIR)

Algorithm 2 GARS-N

1: procedure (π,x) =GARS-N(γ,N )
2: N̂ =Sorted N in descending order of γi
3: π = GREEDYALLOC(γ, N̂ )

4: ti = T̂i(π),∆xi = 0,∀i ∈ N
5: for i ∈ N
6: for orderi ∈ [N̂ .index(i), . . . , N ]

7: N ′ = N̂ ,γ′ = γ
8: j = N̂ [orderi]

9: N ′.pop(N̂ .index(i))
10: N ′.insert(orderi, i)
11: γ′i = γj
12: π′ = GREEDYALLOC(γ′,N ′)
13: ∆xi = ∆xi + (T̂i(π

′)− ti)γj
14: ti = T̂i(π

′)

15: xi = ∆xi + x0
i

IR condition (12) in line 4 and allocates them to a taxi (line
7). Then, GARS-N in Algorithm 2 computes the allocation
for riders who satisfy (12). First, it sorts riders in descending
order of reported γi (line 2). Then it computes an allocation
by GREEDYALLOC (line 3). From line 4 to 15, it computes
the second term of xi in (11), by changing the order of riders.
In line 4, variables are initialized. For each rider i (line 5), it
changes the order of the rider (line 6 to 10) and the report with
a consistent value γ′i (line 11), and computes an allocation
with the new order N ′ (line 12). Thus, the integral term in
(11) is computed (line 13), and the payment xi is given by
adding the base payment x0

i (line 15). The GREEDYALLOC
function (Algorithm 3) computes the allocation for each rider
one by one by solving (10) in line 3.

Now we have the following result.

Theorem 2 The GARS-NIR mechanism satisfies DSIC,
IR, BB and can be computed in polynomial-time.

Although GARS-NIR is not optimal, also note that no
mechanism can simultaneously achieve optimality, DSIC, IR
and BB [Myerson and Satterthwaite, 1983]. Hence obtain-
ing three of these properties is the best one can achieve. It is
also difficult to bound the efficiency of GARS-NIR, because
we cannot use the standard bounding technique with naive
greedy allocations [Nemhauser et al., 1978], for the reason
we discussed in Proposition 3. Determining theoretical effi-
ciency bounds remains an open problem for future work.
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Algorithm 3 Greedy Allocation

1: procedure π =GREEDYALLOC(γ,N )
2: for i ∈ N
3: Compute π≤i by (10)
4: Return π≤i

Mechanism OPT DSIC IR BB POLY
VCG Y Y Y N Y
BVCG N Y Y Y N
Hungarian N Y Y N Y
GARS-NIR N Y Y Y Y

Table 1: Characteristics of mechanisms.

5 Experimental Results
Given that we do not have formal efficiency bounds, we
evaluate the mechanisms empirically using simulations us-
ing both synthetic and real data. For the former, we generate
random road networks of 4 degrees maximum and average
results over 32 simulations for each setting. For the latter,
we use the New York taxi data set [NYC-OpenData, 2018].
We assume autonomous vehicles for all our experiments. We
vary the taxi cost α and choose these loosely based on prices
from London taxis. If we normalize the fuel cost to be β = 1,
then α = 5 is considered a moderate value and α = 1 is
cheap. As for the value of time, we set γi = γmax ∗ i/N
to simulate heterogeneous riders. cFub is estimated by sam-
pling solutions of GARS-N with different allocation orders,
and multiplying the maximum fuel cost among the solutions
with a constant coefficient. Further details are provided in the
extended version.

In what follows we first compare the performance of all
mechanisms on a small setting to enable comparison with
non-scalable mechanisms such as BVCG. We then evaluate
the scalability of the greedy mechanism to larger settings.
Since GARS-NIR computes all possible ways for a rider to
switch between vehicles, this turns out to be time consuming
computationally. Also, in practice, such switches are often
not desirable. Hence, for large settings, we modify the fea-
sible set Π of GARS-NIR to allow a rider to use only a sin-
gle vehicle (sGARS-NIR). This version still satisfies the same
properties as GARS-NIR.

5.1 Small Setting
We compare VCG, BVCG, GARS-NIR, the Hungarian mech-
anism and the outside option (Table 1). The Hungarian mech-
anism computes an optimal 1-to-1 matching between riders
and vehicles (including taxis) using the Hungarian algorithm,
and then applies payments similar to VCG. The mechanism
is also DSIC, BB and IR, but does not support multiple rid-
ers per vehicle. For BVCG, a brute force search is used to
compute vehicle allocations. Figure 2 (top) shows the results
for N = 3,K = 2, T = 4, V = 4 and α = 5 and the er-
ror bars show the 95% confidence intervals. Here, social cost
is the ratio of CF (N , π) over the cost of the optimal alloca-
tion. Furthermore, IR cost refers to −ui(π)/c0i . If this value
is above 1, it means that IR is violated. BB coverage shows

Figure 2: Comparison of mechanisms with different taxi costs:
α = 5 (top), α = 1 (bottom).

(
∑
i∈N xi(π))/cF (π). A value less than 1 means BB is vio-

lated (however, a value close to 1 is preferred, as long as it is
over 1, meaning that riders are not over paying). Share rate
shows

∑
k∈K Tk/

∑
i∈N Ti. A smaller value means rideshar-

ing needs fewers vehicles to cover the trips of riders.
Here, BVCG is budget balanced without a large increase in

social cost (a 6.4% increase). Meanwhile, VCG recovers only
52% of the fuel costs on average in payments. However, a dis-
advantage of BVCG is its computational complexity when us-
ing the brute force search. Instead, GARS-NIR (and sGARS-
NIR) can be computed efficiently while satisfying DSIC, IR
and BB, and still keeping social cost near optimal (an 8.6%
increase compared to optimal). Also, it shows that the per-
formance of sGARS-NIR is close to GARS-NIR. Although
the vehicle-switching behaviors of GARS-NIR are practical
in suburban areas, it may not be so practical in urban areas.
However, the result shows only 1

6 of riders switch vehicles.
Besides, it is possible to extend the model to introduce a wait-
ing time for switching vehicles, and this can reduce the num-
ber of the cases. Also, it is easy to extend the model by mix-
ing GARS-NIR with the version without switching (sGARS-
NIR), and letting riders choose if they want to switch or not.
In comparison, Figure 2 (bottom) shows the result when the

outside option is cheap (α = 1). In this case, the IR cost
comes closer to 1 for all mechanisms because of the incentive
to opt out. BB coverage also decreases for some mechanisms
because as more riders opt out, there is less opportunity to
split the fuel cost. Meanwhile, the increase in social cost is
not large in GARS-NIR (4.5%) because riders properly opt
out if taxi is better. While 1.07 passengers ride on a vehicle
on average in case of α = 1, it is 1.23 passengers in case of
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Figure 3: Runtime of sGARS-NIR.

Figure 4: Figure showing a breakdown of the runtime. As can be
seen, most of the runtime is spent constructing LP object, instead of
solving it.

α = 5. This demonstrates that more expensive taxis lead to a
higher usage of ridesharing, enabled by GARS-NIR satisfy-
ing IR of riders.

5.2 Scalability
Next, we evaluate the scalability of sGARS-NIR. Since other
mechanisms such as BVCG are not scalable, we do not in-
clude them here. Figure 3 shows the runtime of the mech-
anism with different N using parallel computation with 16
cores. Since the payment computation consists of indepen-
dent computations of allocations with different orders of rid-
ers, it can be easily parallelized. For other parameters we
use K = N/2, T = 15, V = 10, α = 5, β = 1. sGARS-NIR
takes less than 14 minutes whenN = 40. Figure 4 shows that
more than 99% of the computation time is spent constructing
CPLEX LP objects. Hence, much of this can be precomputed
and addressed with specalised implementation.

5.3 Experiments with Real-world Data
In addition to using synthetic data, we also conduct exper-
iments using the New York taxi data set [NYC-OpenData,
2018]. We analyse the traffic demands in the central Manhat-
tan area, which consists of 19 zones. A single trip data point
includes the origin zone, the destination zone, departure and
arrival time. We randomly generate trip demands with the
trip distribution from February 2019. All riders are assumed
to be picked up and dropped off at the center of their zones.

Figure 5: Performance as the number of riders (N) increases.

We set K = 20, T = 15, V = 19, α = 5, β = 1 and vary N .
Figure 5 shows the ratio of social cost compared to the taxi
cost, IR cost, BB coverage and share rate of sGARS-NIR. The
share rate is improved as N increases since this increases the
chance of sharing vehicles. However, with K fixed, increas-
ing N causes a lack of vehicles and thus an increase in the IR
cost and the social cost. This can be solved by providing an
appropriate number of vehicles. The BB coverage shows over
payment of riders with large N , but they still save compared
to taking a taxi.

6 Conclusions
We propose a flexible ridesharing model that includes au-
tonomous vehicles. The goal is to find allocation and payment
mechanisms which are dominant-strategy incentive compati-
ble, budget balanced, individually rational, can be computed
in polynomial time and achieve high social welfare. To this
end, we show that both the VCG and naive greedy mecha-
nisms do not meet these requirements. We then present a
characterisation for monotone greedy allocations and use this
to develop a novel greedy mechanism which satisfies all of the
desirable properties. In addition, through numerical simula-
tions we show that our monotone greedy mechanism achieves
close to optimal allocations.

Future directions include envy-free mechanisms and im-
proving the implementation of the algorithm so it scales to
even larger settings, as well as providing theoretical perfor-
mance bounds for our greedy approach.

Ethical Impact
Our work has positive ethical impacts on society. First, our
mechanism provides a fair ridesharing service in the sense
that people get compensated for their detour. Second, the in-
centive compatibility of our mechanism maximizes the utility
of individuals. Third, our ridesharing mechanism can benefit
society and the environment by meeting more traffic demand
with fewer vehicles than existing taxi services or privately-
owned vehicles. A possible negative impact is that people
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might perceive the mechanism as unfair because the pay-
ments for a given service may differ depending on the other
participants. We could address this by looking into envy-free
mechanisms in future work.
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Appendix A: NP-hardness of the Ridesharing
Problem
We show the following negative result on the computational
complexity of the RS problem.

Proposition 5 Finding an optimal solution of the RS prob-
lem is NP-hard.

Proof. Consider the NP-hard Travelling Salesman Problem
(TSP), i.e., the problem to find the shortest cycle in a graph
that visits all vertices. Any TSP can be reduced to a special
case of the ridesharing problem where:

• The road network, G = (V, E), is the same network as
in the TSP. There is one rider on every vertex.

• There is only one vehicle k, and its capacity is w = N .
It can be placed on any vertex of the road network.
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• The taxi cost is α >
∑
e∈E 1, which is too expensive for

riders to use.
• The vehicle is autonomous.
• Riders’ destination is equal to the origin of the vehicle

as Dp
i = Ock, ∀i ∈ N .

• γi = 0, ∀i ∈ N , β = 1 and T = |E|.
As the only cost incurred in this version of the RS problem

is the fuel cost, the vehicle will choose the shortest cycle in
the graph to pick up all riders. This is the same solution as
the original TSP problem. Since any TSP can be reduced to
an RS problem in polynomial time, the RS problem is also
NP-hard.

Appendix B: Complete Proofs of Theorems
Proof of Proposition 2
Proof. The BVCG mechanism can be seen as a VCG mech-
anism with an additional player 0 added. In more detail, con-
sider an allocation problem among riders (players 1, . . . , N )
and a ridesharing system (player 0) who does not move and
has no need for cars. The cost function of the system (i.e.,
player 0) is cF (π)+cI(π). We then use the VCG mechanism
for this problem. Since BVCG is an instance of VCG, DSIC
and IR of all riders are trivially satisfied. Note that we are not
concerned about DSIC and IR of the system player and can
ignore its payment. A similar approach was used by [Jehiel
et al., 2007] for a different setting.

Now we prove the BB property by assuming autonomous
vehicles. We first obtain the following lemma, which shows
the relationship between the fuel cost and the imaginary cost
for a given allocation.

Lemma 5 cF (π) ≤ cI(π) ≤ N ∗ cF (π)

Intuitively this is because, if riders use the same vehicle,
everyone’s individual imaginary cost can be equal to cF in
the worst case.

Moreover, the following lemma describes the change in so-
cial cost when a rider is removed from the mechanism.

Lemma 6 Assuming autonomous vehicles,
CI(−i,π)− ciI(π) ≥ CI(−i,π−i).

Proof of Lemma 6. Let π \ i denote an allocation for the set
of riders −i, which is completely the same as π, with the
same set of vehicles and the same routes. The only difference
is the absence of rider i. Such a route is still feasible because
of the autonomous vehicles assumption (where vehicles can
move without riders).

Because of the absence of i in π \ i, the system social cost
loses the cost related to i, which is,

CI(−i,π \ i)
= CI(N ,π)− ci(π)− ciI(π)
= CI(−i,π)− ciI(π).

(13)

Although π\i is feasible, it is not necessarily optimal. Due
to the optimality of the allocation for −i, we have that:

CI(−i,π \ i) ≥ CI(−i,π−i) (14)
Then the lemma follows.

To apply Lemma 6, we start from the following term

xi − ciI(π) = CI(−i,π)− CI(−i,π−i)− ciI(π). (15)

By Lemma 6, this is larger than 0 and then xi ≥ ciI(π).
Then, by summing up for all riders,

∑
i∈N xi ≥∑

i∈N c
i
I(π) = cI(π). Then by Lemma 5,

∑
i∈N xi ≥

cF (π). This completes the proof of the proposition.

Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. First we prove it is a sufficient condition. Assume
Equation 7 in the paper. If γi ≤ γk ≤ γ′i, reporting γi can
only delay the allocation of i compared to reporting γ′i. With
slight abuse of notation, let Π≤i(γ) denote the set of possible
allocations when reporting γ. Then, Π≤i(γi) ⊆ Π≤k(γk) ⊆
Π≤i(γ

′
i). Then, J(π≤i(γi)) ≥ J(π≤i(γ

′
i)). Then, because of

Equation 7 in the paper, Vi[π≤i(γi)] ≤ Vi[π≤i(γ
′
i)], and then

Vi[π(γi)] ≤ Vi[π(γ′i)]. This proves it is a sufficient condition.
Next, we prove it is also a necessary condition. Assume

Equation 5 in the paper. We will prove this by contradiction,
first assuming the negation of Equation 7 in the paper, which
is

J(π≤i(γa)) ≤ J(π≤i(γb))∧
Vi[π≤i(γa)] < Vi[π≤i(γb)],∃γa, γb, i ∈ N . (16)

The first inequality means γb ≤ γa, as inferred above.
Meanwhile, γb ≤ γa and monotonicity (Equation 5 in the pa-
per) give Vi[π≤i(γa)] ≥ Vi[π≤i(γb)], which contradicts the
second inequality in Equation 16. This proves the necessary
condition.

Proof of Lemma 1
Proof of Lemma 1. Let γa, γb be i’s reports and γj > γa ≥
γb. Since the GARS-N is a GADC, then

J(π≤i(γa)) ≤ J(π≤i(γb)). (17)

Meanwhile, the constraints of Equation 8 in the paper does
not allow i to change the allocations and costs of other riders.
Then,

π≤i = argmin
π∈Π≤i

J(π) = argmin
π∈Π≤i

ci(π). (18)

And then, ci(π≤i(γa)) ≤ ci(π≤i(γb)). Since the riders later
than i cannot change cj(π≤i) either, ci(π(γa)) ≤ ci(π(γb)).
Because of the no taxi constraint, i uses ridesharing and then
Ti is proportional to ci. Then

Ti(π(γa)) ≤ Ti(π(γb)). (19)

Since the amount of the allocation is the negative travel
time as Vi = −Ti, we have proved Equation 7 in the paper.
This is equivalent to monotonicity according to Theorem 1.
Note that, if i could take a taxi to reduce Ti, then (19) could
be violated since a taxi follows the shortest path.
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Figure 6: Incentive compatibility with monotone allocation
(a) true bidding, (b) over bidding and (c) under bidding

Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. First, we prove that the payment scheme is a necessary
condition of incentive compatibility. From the definition of
incentive compatibility,

−ĉi(γi, γ−i)− xi(γi, γ−i) ≥ −ĉi(γ′i, γ−i)− xi(γ′i, γ−i)
∴ (α+ β)T 0

i − T̂i(γi, γ−i)γi − xi(γi, γ−i)
≥ (α+ β)T 0

i − T̂i(γ′i, γ−i)γi − xi(γ′i, γ−i)
∴ [T̂i(γ

′
i, γ−i)− T̂i(γi, γ−i)]γi ≥ xi(γi, γ−i)− xi(γ′i, γ−i)

(20)
Let 0 < y < z. Then, [T̂i(z) − T̂i(y)]y ≥ xi(y) − xi(z)

and also, [T̂i(y) − T̂i(z)]z ≥ xi(z) − xi(y). Then, [T̂i(z) −
T̂i(y)]y ≥ xi(y) − xi(z) ≥ [T̂i(z) − T̂i(y)]z. Then, when
y → z at a jumping point z, −∆T̂i(z)z = ∆xi(z). Then, the
incentive compatible payment must be

xi(γi, γ−i) = −
∑

j∈jumps
zj≤γi

zj∆T̂i(zj , γ−i). (21)

The payment satisfies this property. Next, we prove the
payment is also a sufficient condition. This payment results
in incentive compatibility when the allocation is monotone
as in the Figure 6. In the figure, γi is the true type of i and
γ̂i is reported value. Then the cost of i is the area shown in
gray and the payment is the area in black. Then the utility is
maximized when i reports its type honestly.

Proof of Lemma 3
Proof. Since the base payment x0

i is computed by splitting
cFub and xi ≥ x0

i ,∑
i∈N

xi ≥
∑
i∈N

x0
i = cFub ≥ cF . (22)

Proof of Lemma 4
Proof.

[(α+ β)T 0
i − x0

i ]/γmax ≥ T̂i(π(0))

∴ (α+ β)T 0
i ≥ γmaxT̂i(π(0)) + x0

i ≥ γiT̂i(π(0)) + x0
i

∴ (α+ β)T 0
i − γiT̂i(π) ≥ γi[T̂i(π(0))− T̂i(π)] + x0

i ≥ xi(π)
∴ (α+ β + γi)T

0
i ≥ γiTi(π) + xi(π)

∴ c0i ≥ ci(π) + xi(π)
(23)

Appendix C: Details of Experiments
• We call numpy.random.seed(1) at the beginning of the

main code.
• We use CPLEX 12.7.1, Python 2.7.16, Red Hat Enter-

prise Linux Server release 6.10 and Intel Xeon CPU E5-
2670 (2.60 GHz) with 8 cores, 132 GB memory to run
the experiments.

• We estimate a realistic value for the cost parame-
ter α (wage of taxi drivers), with data from Lon-
don taxis [Mayor of London, 2017; indeed, 2019].
Specifically, fuel price: 124 [p/liter], wage of
driver: 836 [GBP/week], working hour of driver:
50 [h/week], taxi speed: 30 [km/h] and mileage:
11.7 [km/liter]. Then, the estimated wage of taxi
drivers is 836/50/30 ∗ 100 = 55.7 [p/km] and fuel
cost is 124/11.7 = 10.5 [p/km]. If we normalize
the fuel cost as β = 1, then the normalized wage is
55.7/10.5 = 5.3. Thus, we use α = 5 as a moderate
value.

Algorithm 4 Payment Parameter

1: procedure cFub =PAYMENTPARAM
2: cFub = 0
3: for i ∈ N
4: for orderi ∈ [0, . . . , N ]
5: for j ∈ −i
6: for orderj ∈ [0, . . . , N ]
7: N ′ = N ,γ′ = γ
8: k = N [orderi]
9: N ′.pop(N .index(i))

10: N ′.insert(orderi, i)
11: γ′i = γk
12: k = N [orderj ]
13: N ′.pop(N .index(j))
14: N ′.insert(orderj , j)
15: γ′j = γk
16: π = GREEDYALLOC(γ′,N ′)
17: if cFub < cF (π) then
18: cFub = cF (π)

Algorithm 5 Base Payment

1: procedure x0 =BASEPAYMENT(T̂min, cFub)
2: Compute loss: ∆T = T 0 − T̂min
3: Normalization: ∆T = ∆T −min(∆T )
4: if

∑
(∆T ) == 0 then

5: x0
i = cFub/N, ∀i ∈ N

6: else
7: k = cFub/

∑
(∆T )

8: x0
i = k∆Ti, ∀i ∈ N

The PAYMENTPARAM function (Algorithm 4) shows a
heuristics to estimate the upper bound of cF . It searches pairs
of deviations of every two riders (line 3-15) and computes
allocations (line 16) to find the upper bound of the fuel cost
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cFub (line 18). The function BASEPAYMENT (Algorithm 5)
shows how to compute the base payment x0. Riders with
longer trips and less waiting time pay more. For this purpose,
it computes the normalized travel time (line 2,3) and makes
the base payment proportional to it (line 7,8).
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